
HLJNGERFQRD HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
BUILDINGS GROUP

HIGH STREET PROJECT - 1984

During 1984 the ten members of the Buildings Group o-f the
Hunger-ford Historical Association continued their studies
o-f buildings in the centre of the town. In 1983 they had
surveyed Bridge Street, and the task for 1984 was the north
eastern part of the High Street.

The group was led by the Associations chairman, Mr. Michael
Blakeway, who at the outset provided a suitable book list.
Further guidance on the study was given to us by Miss
Josephine Cormier, Conservation Architect at the County
Planning Department, who was kind enough to lead the group
on a visit to one of the properties, describing the
features to be noted, and ways of dating buildings.

During the year, two members had attended a day practical
course at Ufton Court, on surveying old buildings, organised
by Berkshire Local History Association.

The groups objectives were:

1. To survey twenty buildings on the east side of the High
Street.

2. For each of these buildings to record:

a) the ground floor plan,

b) architectural features,

c) to complete the pro forma as supplied by the County
Planning Department.

d) to date each building,

e) to record previous occupants of the buildings, and
their trades or profession, and

f) to photograph with transparencies and prints.

3. To present their work to an H.H.A. meeting.

4. To send a copy of the work to the County Planning
Department, for eventual deposit at the B.R.O.
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The group approached the task in -five stages:

QUESTIONNAIRE Taking 4-5 adjacent buildings at a time, a
simple questionnaire was sent to each owner -for completion.
The questions asked were as follows:

1. Address of property:
2. Name of owner:
3. Name of resident occupant (if different):
4. Approximate key dates (if known):
5. Interesting architectural or decorative features:
6. Drawings or photographs from earlier times:
7. Any information on previous occupants:
8. Willingness to allow representatives of HHA to

visit and survey:
9. Any objections of finished work being passed to

BRO:

The form was accompanied by a covering letter explaining
the groups objectives, and asking that the form be
completed and returned by a fixed date (about a month
hence).

Over 5O% of the forms were returned by the date requested,
but only a small number gave much useful or new
information. The majority of owners were happy for their
property to be surveyed, most of them hoping to find out
more about their houses in return! Some have joined the
Association as a result.

SURVEY OF BUILDING - This was carried out by two members of
the Association working together in pairs. Of the
properties studied, several had been converted to
commercial use on the ground floor, and the first floors
often gave more valuable information on the history of the
building. Many of these High Street properties contained
building from several periods, often stretching well back
from the High Street frontage along the narrow burgage
plots. In several cases the l|)th and With century frontages
were additions onto much older timber—framed buildings. In
most cases, two visits were required. On the first an
overall plan of the building was made, recording exterior
and interior features. Any omissions or areas of doubt were
clarified on the second visit. Photographs of any special
features were taken.

INTERVIEW — The present occupant or owner was interviewed,
and where possible previous occupants were also consulted.
Many of these happened to be elderly, and had considerable
local knowledge from the early years of the 2Oth century.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION Where possible, old photographs
were borrowed and copied; local maps (in our case the most
useful was the 1819 Enclosure Award Map) were studied;
directories (available from B.R.O. and some reference
libraries), and local censuses (Reading Reference Library)
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proved very useful. Peculiar to Hungerford (with its still
active manorial commoners rights) were the extensive records
of the commoners lists, and finally reference was made where
possible to the various deeds and documents in the
possession of the owners. To assist with the reading and
interpretation of documents, the group was instructed by
Mrs. Jenny Thorpe, archivist at the B.R.O.

PRESENTATION At the end of the planned research period,
the work was presented to the Association at one of their
regular monthly meetings in the Corn Exchange. Invitations
were sent to the owners and occupants of the buildings
studied. For each building, the presentation included:

1. Ground floor plan,
2. Printed summary discussion of the building,
3. Enlarged monochrome photograph of the frontage,
4. Various transparancies illustrating architectural

features and historical changes.
5. Chronological fact sheet including dates, source

of information, owners and occupants, trades and
professi ons.

A backdrop for the presentation was a fine painting of the
entire row of buildings studied, kindly presented by Mr. Tom
Simson, a local artist.

Several buildings were drawn in great detail by a Mr. John
Brooks, also a member of the group.

Three of the buildings were selected for more extensive
presentation in the form of a talk given by the
researchers.

Accompanying this outline of our work is an example of the
presentation. The floor—plan and summary are by Mr. Fred
Whitby and Mr. Arthur Wilson, and the list of occupants by
myself.

Dr. Lois Pihiens - September 1985
(963 words)
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Ill HIGH STREET, HUNBERFORD

USE:- Antique shop and associated o-f-fices. Kitchen and
bathroom remaining from previous occupation.
Formerly Craven Arms public house.

ELEVATION: EXTERIOR FRONT:-
Height:— 3 storeys and basement.
Materials:— Malls — grey brick, header bond.

Roo-f — slate.
Style:— Ground -floor:— shop front c. 192O with

central doorway. Arched double doorway at north
end — access to carriageway.

First floor:— Three equally spaced 16—paned
double—sash vertically sliding windows, recessed
with red brick surrounds.

Second floor:— 3 ditto 12—paned ditto.

ELEVATION: EXTERIOR REAR:-
Height:— 2 storeys only.
Materials:— Walls — red brick, with some timber

framing.
Roof - tile.

Style:- Mixed construction: two extensions rearward
from main block. South part is single storey,
and single pitched roof, continues onto
adjoining south property. North part is 1.5
storey. Windows are modern casements — wooden.

PLAN: CELLAR: Two sections, with trap to carriageway.
GROUND FLOOR: Large showroom occupies most of main

block. Arched passageway leads in from
carriageway behind, and meets staircase. Two
smaller showrooms behind.

FIRST FLOOR: Small kitchen over carriageway. Two
large rooms adjoining. Landing and passageway
lead to bathroom behind kitchen and to showroom
at rear.

SECOND FLOOR: Three rooms at front in line with
those below.

DATE: Street front styling suggests late 18th/ early 19th
century. Roof timbers show evidence of
additional storey. Timber framing in rear
suggests 17th century origins.

CFred Whitby - 19853
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